Not all databases look and “feel” the same. What I’d like you to do on this worksheet is to search across four different databases. Use whatever topics/keywords you’d like. Experiment a little! Try different limiters, options, etc. Ultimately, though, I’d like you to find one article from each database, and record some information about it. Also, see if you can email/download the article for safekeeping (usually the articles will be PDFs, but sometimes they may be in other formats).

**Database #1 Name:** Academic Search Complete

**Keywords I Will Use in This Database:** ________________________________

**My Chosen Article:**

**Article Title:** _____________________________________________________________

**Author Name(s):** _________________________________________________________

**Article Publication Date:** _________________________________________________

**Journal Title:** _____________________________________________________________

**Journal Volume and Issue #:** ______________________________________________

**Database #2 Name:** JSTOR

**Keywords I Will Use in This Database:** ________________________________

**My Chosen Article:**

**Article Title:** _____________________________________________________________

**Author Name(s):** _________________________________________________________

**Article Publication Date:** _________________________________________________

**Journal Title:** _____________________________________________________________

**Journal Volume and Issue #:** ______________________________________________
Database #3 Name: Project Muse

Keywords I Will Use in This Database: _______________________________________

My Chosen Article:

Article Title: _______________________________________________________________

Author Name(s): ____________________________________________________________

Article Publication Date: ____________________________________________________

Journal Title: ______________________________________________________________

Journal Volume and Issue #: ________________________________________________

Database #4 Name: Literature Resource Center

Keywords I Will Use in This Database: _______________________________________

My Chosen Article:

Article Title: _______________________________________________________________

Author Name(s): ____________________________________________________________

Article Publication Date: ____________________________________________________

Journal Title: ______________________________________________________________

Journal Volume and Issue #: ________________________________________________